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From July to November 2021

www.top-pilots.com
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This year 2021 will mark a major milestone for Aeronautics and the
world of e-Sports with the launch of the 1st World Precision Flying
eChampionships! This very first edition of these TOP PILOTS© championships takes place in the most promising context we could expect,
besides the highly anticipated release of «TOP GUN MAVERICK» at
the end of 2021:
· The development of flight simulation is accelerating, both in General Aviation (great success of the market release of Microsoft
Flight Simulator 2020 / ASOBO, 1st official virtual glider Challenge in
France, growing success of DCS World - Digital Combat Simulator
- and the Twich.tv platform) and in Professional Aviation (1st EASA
certification of Virtual Reality simulator in April 2021)
· The e-Sports sector is booming with an estimated $1.1 billion market
in 2020 and growth projections of +15% p.a. over the next 10 years.
After Asia, the United States and Europe plan to catch up over the
next 10 years with huge opportunities in the event industry (e.g.,
15,000 spectators at the AccorHotels Arena Bercy for the 2019
League of Legends Finals)
TOP PILOTS© launches the very first large-scale initiative in Aviation
e-Sports (and Serious Gaming) by bringing together Pilots and e-Pilots
from all over the world so that they can confront each other during
special series inspired by the selection and training missions of the
best professional pilots (civil and military).

Your logo
here !!

The participants in these TOP PILOTS© e-Championships will have a
unique opportunity to develop their piloting skills and decision-making
sharpness during these various series. As for the finalists, they will
receive precious advice from the most seasoned coaches (Aerobatics
champions, pilots from Patrouille de France, from the French Air Force
and from the Navy)
The winners of these championships, in addition to the prize money
they will receive, will be offered a unique opportunity to extend the
excellence of their e-skills being immersed in a series of real flights,
flying with the best pilots renowned for their psycho-pedagogical qualities. TOP PILOTS© is thus positioned as a true school of excellence
and rigor in training and selection for the pilots of today and tomorrow.

https://youtu.be/85oAOvgPZJ0

Because flying has always been a dream for mankind, because mutual
challenges have always led to the greatest performance, the TOP
PILOTS© e-Championships are vowed to a great success that their
annual frequency will make them a recurrent event, with an increase
in power on the axes of internationalization and professionalization.

Will you seize this unique opportunity and join the
adventure?
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TOP PILOTS© are the very first virtual World Championships of flight
precision for all Aviators.
Open to all types of participants, pilots and e-pilots alike, competitors
will compete in several series of events, from ultralight aircrafts to
military jets, presenting numerous complex flight situations that will
allow participants to demonstrate their decision-making skills, willpower
and resilience in cognitively-loaded environments.
Similarly to other competitions in other fields such as «GRAN TURISMO» in car racing, the «TOP PILOTS©» e-Challenge gives the
most promising pilots the opportunity to benefit from precise and
personalized coaching from a dozen of the most experienced pilots
and instructors in military and civil aviation, gathered around Etienne
Bauer - current Director of Operations of the French Landivisiau Naval
Air Station, Marc Croizer - former Colonel of the French Air Force who
directed the Civil Security Aircraft Base, Paco Wallaert - ex- Patrouille
de France pilot, professional coach and mental trainer.
The winners of this TOP PILOTS© Challenge will be accompanied at
the end of this season 2021 in the continuation of their development
as pilots, in real flight conditions aboard aircrafts made available to
them in various airfields of the French territory.
Catherine Maunoury, double world champion of aerobatics, President
of the Aéroclub de France and godmother of SAFETYN, will personally
accompany the winners of the TOP PILOTS© Championships in these
in real flight exercises in a continuity of experience and performance
improvement.

A JURY OF
DISTINGUISHED PILOTS
Etienne Bauer
Current Director of Operations at the Landivisiau Naval Air
Station, former Commander of the 12F Flotilla, Rafale Marine
pilot and instructor. As General Manager of the SAFETYN’Academy and Master SAFETYN’Coach, Etienne defines the tests
on which the candidates will compete and coordinates the
squadrons led by the TOP PILOTS© coaches.

Marc Croizer
A former fighter pilot and Air Force Colonel, Marc has
managed the Civil Security aircraft base and the Risk
Management Office of the Air Force Headquarters. He
offers his expertise and invaluable insights to TOP PILOTS©
candidates.

Paco Wallaert
For 3 years pilot of the prestigious Patrouille de France
then of the Sparflex Team (ex-patrol Breitling), Paco is now
a professional coach and mental trainer. He accompanies
the finalists to help them excel and become TOP PILOTS©.

TESTS & RANKING
The competition is organized in two main categories:
Combat and Precision.
In both categories, the events are based on the precision of the flight
and the shooting, and the quality of the decision making will make
the difference between the competitors. The two categories in these
championships will take place on the same scheme of selection phases,
with some time lag allowing the participants to take part in the 2 categories of events, should they consider this opportunity.
The ranking will be based on the precision scores achieved during the
events. At the end of each flight, the pilot’s performance is thoroughly
evaluated. The pilot can follow the evolution of his scores from one
event to another as well as his ranking in relation to the other pilots.
The scoring system developed by SAFETYN is inspired - among other
sources of inspiration - by the scoring system used by the International Aeronautical Federation for precision flying. It is also inpired by
the scoring system specially designed to evaluate the performance of
military and airline pilots.
Performance is evaluated on the pilot’s ability to complete the mission
in its entirety, in the most efficient and timely manner possible.
Penalties will be attributed in case of dangerous piloting behavior (risky
maneuvers, going out of the flight envelope, etc.…), non-compliance
with procedures and violations of aeronautical rules (entering prohibited
areas, flying over houses...)
For example, the pilot’s performance during a landing phase will be
evaluated upon considering the vertical speed at the moment of touchdown, the longitudinal and lateral distance to a defined end point,
the stability of the speed and the holding of the axis during the final.
Runway excursions, bounces and stalls will induce penalties.

TRAINING MISSIONS
3

SCENARIOS

Catherine is several times world champion in aerobatics
and current president of the Aero Club of France. She is the
godmother of SAFETYN and will be a special guest at TOP
PILOTS©.

Associate your name and your brand with an e-Sport event that
conveys strong values: Competition, Challenge, Surpassing oneself,
Team spirit, Fun, Dynamism, Ambition
Reach a community of serious young people - generations Y & Z who are passionate about aviation and serious-gaming and willing to
challenge themselves and others
Participate to cocreate the TOP PILOTS recipe for this 1st year 2021
in order to include your DNA and your strategic axes from the genesis
of this annual and international event

SHOTS

2 month
DURATION

∞

50

PILOTS

OPEN SELECTION
1

SCENARIO

∞
SHOTS

15 days
DURATION

∞
PILOTS

TOP 10 SELECTION
1

SCENARIO

1

SHOT

1 day
DURATION

50 10
PILOTS

FINALS

BECOMING A «TOP PILOTS» PARTNER MEANS:

Catherine Maunoury

∞
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SCENARIOS

1

SHOT

2 days
DURATION

10 5
PILOTS
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TOP PILOTS©, similarly to the largest World Contests, will take place in
several locations mixing virtual and physical events

DATES
May 17th, 2021

Unveiling the 1st e-World Championships of Flight Precision

From May 17th to
July 1st, 2021

Partnerships

From July 15th to
October 16th, 2021

Precision category events
[Training missions - Open selection - Top10 Selection]

From October 17th to
November 5th, 2021

Preparation phase of the ﬁnal Series with TOP PILOTS Coaches

November 6th and 7th,
2021

Grand Finals Precision
Hybrid event live organized from the mythic “Envol des Pionniers”
Museum in Toulouse

November 17 , 2021

Opening ceremony of the Combat category of the 1st e-World
Flying Championships
Hybrid event live from the mythic “Aéroclub de France” Mansion
in Paris.

th

From December 1st, 2021 to
February 15th, 2022
From February 16th to
March 11th, 2022
March 12th and 13th, 2022

Combat category events
[Training missions - Open selection - Top10 selection]
Preparation phase of the ﬁnals with the coaches

Grand Finals Combat
Hybrid event live from the mythic « Ecole de l'Air et de l'Espace
» School in Salon de Provence, France
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By organizing this online competition, TOP PILOTS© Contest brings
together all conditions for the convergence of «real world» pilots and
e-pilots with the mission of bringing together one single community
of pilots, all united under the same banner and sharing the same
objective: to develop a precision mental schema in a quest for optimal
performance, while allowing themselves to be surprised in a playful
way by the very special events which are currently being prepared.

Audacity

Transforming flight practices,
going beyond habits.

Conviction

Getting out of your comfort zone makes you progress

Ambition

Revealing talented pilots to themselves and to the
world

Reuniting

The Real and the Virtual worlds for the benefit of
everyone

Willpower

A wide sky for all
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Becoming a TOP PILOTS© partner
means to develop from now on your
notoriety with pilots, gamers, e-sports
players, or neophytes targets, leveraging
digital and traditional physical channels
of communication.

Getting associated with TOP PILOTS©,
explicitly means a clear adherence to
these values, with clear guarantees that
the founding organizers will welcome all
stakeholders, from corporate partners
to participants, with a real ambition to
promote the great values of aviation
and e-sports.
Getting associated with TOP PILOTS©
means associating the name of your
company with a cutting-edge event
leveraging a dynamic and young image
with the true desire to surpass oneself in
the exciting universe of the aeronautics.
Getting associated with TOP PILOTS©
means tapping the unique opportunity
to join the pilots’ community, composed
of truly passionate individuals, avid of
sensations and in search of developing
the airmanship and respecting the rules
of the game.

Becoming a TOP PILOTS© partner
means to have a long-term vision and
to position yourself as the first pioneers
to take part in a world-wide event with
substantial opportunities of media
coverage at the crossroads of fundamental trends: democratization of the
virtual space, the unparalleled childhood
dreams of becoming a pilot one day, the
rise of digital sports in leisure activities
and the media landscape.
Becoming a TOP PILOTS© partner
means to seize the opportunity to
lay the foundations of a brand-new
competition upon including elements
of your brand identity from the communication to the organization of the
event / Series per se.
Becoming a TOP PILOTS© partner
means to choose freely your level
of commitment and whichever your
chosen option is, to be assured that our
team of professionals and enthusiasts
will be at work to offer you the best
visibility you could hope for.
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THREE LEVELS OF PARTNERSHIPS

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

5 INVITATIONS

3 INVITATIONS

3 INVITATIONS

Presentation of a TOP PILOTS© award by your
manager or representative

GOLD

Silver + Media coverage Product placement
Prize-giving or speaking at hybrid events

10000 €

SILVER

Bronze + Increased visibility Invitation to
hybrid events

5000 €

Visibility

2000 €

BRONZE
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Intervention in hybrid events
Booking of a dedicated space during
hybrid events (location for kakemono, welcome booth)
Invitation to hybrid events (includes cocktail)
Your logo featured on all TOP PILOTS© advertising
campaigns
Your logo featured on the simulators of the ﬁnals
Your logo featured on all the communication supports of
TOP PILOTS©.
Modeling visual communication in events (brand
placement)
Integration into event scenarios (speciﬁc aircraft, script
element)
Your logo appearing in the animation videos throughout
the e-championships
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SAFETYN has created the whole TOP PILOTS© concept and solution
SAFETYN, a young French company specialized in «Applied Human
Factors» and based in Avignon, Toulouse and Geneva, develops technological and pedagogical solutions to improve flight safety for private
and professional civil/military pilots. SAFETYN’Box©, SAFETYN’Academy© and SAFETYN’Coaches© are the first innovations within a large
spectrum of products currently being developed.
The French Aeronautical Federation is an association which gathers,
in France, the vast majority of the Flight Schools. Its mission aims at
advising and supporting all the flying clubs / Aeroclubs of France.
Thrustmaster develops high-tech video game accessories (steering
wheels, flight simulation peripherals, headsets and controllers) designed
to satisfy and entertain all types of gamers.

JET FIGHTER EXPERIENCE is the French Leader in immersive jet fighter
solutions for all aviators offering cutting edge VR Digital & Collaborative
Learning to all pilots.
JFE also develop specific training solutions for French Air Force and
for the Defense industry
Secapem develops, designs, and produces towed aerial targets for Air
Force training. Secapem expands its competences by acquiring the
electronic department.
SEV PRO manufacturer of certified and non-certified flight training
systems since 2009.
L’Envol des pionniers is the museum that traces the great adventure
of l’Aéropostale and the memory of aeronautics in Toulouse, Montaudran district.
Chibane is the name chosen by 5 brothers in arms from the Air Force
and the Naval Aviation. Attached to the same values, after 20 to 35
years of career, they joined together to share their experiences and
the lessons they learned.
Wingly is a co-pilot platform with over 20,000 pilots. Find passengers
or pilots for the trips of your dreams.
Micro Simulateur is the French-speaking reference magazine for all
civil, military, land and sea aeronautical simulation enthusiasts.
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TOP VISIBILITY
FOR
YOUR COMPANY

VALUE CREATION
& FINANCIALS

The TOP PILOTS© event embeds a wide spectrum of communication
means that are completely dedicated to your visibility.
The www.top-pilots.com website specially designed to stimulate
participants’ registration and to communicate the essential information
needed for the proper organization of these Championships, as well
as the gateway to the missions and the debriefing zone.
This website will definitely be a pivotal means of communication for the
TOP PILOTS©, Challenge and its final version is planned to be published
online from July 15th onwards. The debriefing.top-pilots.com website
- directly linked to the top-pilots.com website - will be dedicated to
the debriefing and will only be accessible to the participants.
The TOP PILOTS© Facebook and Instagram social networks to ensure
the highest visibility of the championship and to generate increasingly
higher traffic throughout the e-Championships:
A frequent and recurrent e-mailing to all participants.
Videos illustrating the depth and intensity of these Championship:
eg videos ‘Tips of Coach’, eg Debriefing of different runs.
Posters of the championship for display in aeroclubs, flight schools
and other physical supports during hybrid events (simulators, banners,
goodies...).
Digital events: live animation of the championships (mission debriefing,
squadron preparations) and live finals and their replay.
Advertising campaigns for the promotion and recruitment of participants.
The Series themselves: brand and/or product placement in the flight
model, mission names, scenario purpose, etc…

Technical developement

Communication & Marketing

Endowments

For the technical development
related to the competition,
a budget of about 70 000 €
has been established to cover
different cost items:
Design of the test scenarios,
the scoring system,
Development and
implementation of the back end
(servers, databases...),
Development of user interfaces
and tools for monitoring the
performance of pilots.
Modeling in the simulator of
certain ultra-realistic scenes
and specific aircraft for the
needs of the events
In addition, a budget of 60 000
€ is dedicated to the purchase,
configuration, and installation
of highly immersive flight
simulators for the final Series.

The success of the project
relies on an intense marketing
and communication campaign
specifically articulated so as to
recruit a large number of pilots
and to ensure that the event
has a strong impact and highest
visibility in the community of
aviators and simmers. More than
90 000€ of budget is planned to
cover the following cost items:
Creation of digital content
and communication material,
promotional videos.
Advertising, press and media
expenses.
Organization, animation and
holding of physical events
broadcasted on the web
Animation and coaching session
during the events by instructors
and speakers recognized in the
aeronautical community

The winners of the contest will be
awarded several prizes with a total
value of around €25,000 for this first
year 2021, with increasingly higher
endowments in the subsequent
years.
Some examples of prizes and endowments include – while not being
limited to – the following incentives,
which are also dependent upon the
types of concrete prizes offered by
TOP PILOTS sponsors:
Financing of a membership participation to Raids and Air Rallies (eg
Raid Latécoère Aéropostale, eg Rally
Toulouse Saint Louis du Sénégal...)
Aerobatic flights or flights on fighter
aircraft (L39), first flights
Simulation equipment
Virtual reality equipment
Invitation to the Première of the
movie «TOP GUN: MAVERICK
Flight equipment or vouchers
(helmet, maps, pilot bag, GPS...)
SAFETYN products and services
(SAFETYN’BOX, S’cases, coaching
sessions...)
Gift cards of different amounts from
ou partners (eg Wingly flights, Boutique du Pilote, etc….)
Other gifts at your discretion,
being our new partners joining the
crew…
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Your TOP PILOTS© contacts

50 rue Gustave Eiffel 01630 St Genis Pouilly
+33 9 73 03 90 33
partners@top-pilots.com

Marketing & Communication Manager
Nadège MARC
+33 6 65 62 27 98
Nadege.marc@safetyn.com

TOP PILOTS© Representative
Sahar ABID
Sahar.abid@safetyn.com
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09 73 03 90 33
partners@top-pilots.com
www.safetyn.com
3 avenue Didier Daurat
31000 Toulouse

- Siège 50 rue Gustave Eiffel
01630 St Genis Pouilly

59 imp Louis Blériot
84140 Montfavet

